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Traditional design development processes have come a long way from the use of drawing boards. The accelerated use of ICT-based digital systems means that the industry has steadily moved towards a digitized future. A future where increasingly unstructured information is created, shared, manipulated, stored, and archived in various digital media support the four pillars of visualization, integration, communication, and intelligence on which typical construction projects currently stand. The ICT field's growth, combined with the unprecedented advances in communication and network media usage, has resulted in hyper-interconnectivity globally. This hyper-connectivity through developments such as the Internet of Things (IoT) creates global opportunities for collaboration, which was not previously possible. It links 'human' and 'social' networks with 'technical' systems. With the vast volumes of digitally connected systems and the systems' data, new opportunities for learning have surfaced in the construction domain. The special issue targeted the state-of-the-art developments of next generation ICTs in the global arena. As with any new developments, new opportunities emerge and new challenges surface.

The cautious late majority and the laggards, adopt a skeptical approach, that which is reserved and strewn in doubt. The innovators and the early majority on the other hand pave the way to technology adoption and help drive change in the industry. This special issue recognises that the emergence of next-generation ICTs, combined with developments in ubiquitous computing, present opportunities that challenge the current status quo of the construction sector. This special issue recognizes that for an industry to remain truly competitive, due consideration need to be given to the ongoing and emerging technological developments, and a deep understanding of which would lead to novel responsive approaches for their significant uptake.

The collection of papers in this special issue gives a comprehensive overview of research and developments in the field of next-generation ICTs. It bridges the gap between the two domains of construction and computer science. Of the ten papers in this collection, two (by Akamu et al, and Karmarkar and Delhi) were invited papers and include a world view on the wider applicability of next-generation ICTs in the construction domain, the opportunities they present and the challenges that emerge. The remaining papers, amongst other aspects, cover the innovative application of next-gen ICTs in specific industry sectors (e.g., in the water industry by Alani et al, 2021) or in meeting specific project goals such as to manage energy consumption (Watfa et al), improve information retrieval (Wang et al), integrate AR and BIM for specific building submission processes (Schranz et al), identify challenges to collaborative working within globally dispersed virtual project teams (Anderson and Ramalingam), and ontology for robot navigation and data fusion (Karimi et al).
Akamu et al present potential scenarios of **next generation cyber physical systems (CPS) and digital twins (DT)** for improving workforce productivity, health and safety, lifecycle management of buildingsystems, and workforce competency. They highlight various benefits of next generation CPS and DTs and point to the challenges that need to be adressed to advance the implementation of their applications in construction. For instance, they point to the need to establish information models for DT applications so that the semantics of any relationships, rules and constraints from data that are critical for understanding the behavior of physical systems and artifacts are suitably represented. This they postulate, is an essential ingredient for the implementation of the next generation CPS and DT applications. Additionally, this point to the need for guidelines to define and manage the different versions of DTs. This could be achieved through “digitally tracked twins”, a vision proposed by Ruikar in 2019. The challenges are not simply limited to the examples included in this editorial but are discussed in further depth in the paper. In conclusion, Akamu et al stress that two-way CPS integration between the DTs and physical systems would offer huge potential for improving predictability and control, with key enabling technologies such as those for virtual design modeling, sensing, data analysis, storage and communication, human-computer interaction, and robotics.

Similarly, Karmarkar and Delhi present a “world view” of **construction 4.0** and conceptualise the continuous and complex network of interactions spanning across four layers that include the 1) physical, 2) digital tools, 3) data, and 4) central data management layers. They postulate that the roles and functions of people involved are significantly altered with the advent of the construction 4.0 paradigm. The paper discusses how in response to the construction 4.0 paradigm, new organizational roles and functions have emerged, new models of interactions between people and technology have emerged and the demand for defined processes that support this emergent need has been compounded. Significant progress has been made in the technologies associated with Construction 4.0. However, specific challenges remain that need to be addressed to facilitate the mainstreaming of digitalization. Globally, such challenges include but not limited to the alignment of incentive mechanisms of various stakeholders, training and skilling of personnel to accept the technologies, project lifecycle integration in a fragmented industry, specific process-related changes to facilitate digital technologies, and policy frameworks to enable digital data security and integrity for the projects. Therefore, such challenges span the technology, social, economic, and policy spheres. Synergetic approaches to encourage industry-wide adoption combined with conducive contractual frameworks and digital-ready processes with skilled teams are therefore crucial in achieving the benefits exhibited by the technological advancements in this space.

Meanwhile, Deng et al, through a review, identified developments in emerging technologies that have enabled the **advancement of BIM to Digital Twins** in built environment. They developed a five-level ladder categorization system based on the building life cycle to reflect the current state-of-the-art in Digital Twin applications. They observed that although several recent studies start with the intent of applying BIM for higher-level applications (Levels 4 and 5), they generally limit themselves to staying within the BIM Level 2 and Level 3 categories. This points to the need for Digital Twin to contain, not only real-time monitoring and prediction capabilities, but also capabilities that enable automated feedback control for adjustment of building parameters as and when necessary.

Similarly, Wang et al discuss the problems associated with **BIM retrieval systems** and propose a multi-scale building information retrieval scheme from BIM models. A BIM is seen as a large knowledgebase, that includes data and information about various components that make up the model, and this presents several learning opportunities. The multi-scale building information retrieval scheme proposed would therefore enable the data and information contained in a model to be better organized, managed, and understood.

Likewise, Watfa et al explore **building information and energy modelling** for improved design efficiency in a residential building in UAE. Energy consumption was modelled by studying various design considerations such as building orientation, window types, sizes, and distribution and their overall impact on energy consumption. The research demonstrated a reduction in energy use by 8% by modifying the building’s orientation, and a further reduction was achieved with alterations to the window wall ratio (2% reduction) and through the using double glazing (2% reduction).

Meanwhile, Schranz et al explore the potential of **augmented reality** in a BIM based building submission process. With the help of use-cases they demonstrate how an AR-based plan checking process, along with the model-based communication capability could improve the presentation of the technical content and enhance the general public’s understanding of the planned project within the context of the real environment.
Parisi et al’s research examines the application of ICTs to **Intelligent Building** (IB) lifecycle processes. The review analysis is performed by using a framework that consists of a hierarchical two-layer structure, of which the lowest layer, which contains one construction-specific sub-layer and one ICT generic sub-layer. The components of the ICT generic sub-layer are identified by a procedure supported by natural language processing technique. The defined methodology could be applied for a review analysis in different research contexts where many aspects and documents need to be considered. Several potential benefits of the proposed methodology are discussed, including among other aspects, the automatic capability to explore paper contents without the need for any a-priori assumptions.

Meanwhile, Anderson and Ramalingam conducted an experimental study of **global virtual teams** from USA and India to explore the role of project teams in temporary organisations and the role of BEP as a pre-process intervention strategy. Findings of this study showed that coordinating project tasks virtually was found to be challenging. The paper makes some useful observations and recommendations for geographically and technically diverse teams, so their collaboration objectives are met.

Karimi et al similarly developed a semantic web ontology-based approach for integrating robot navigation and data collection to translate the BIM-GIS information to the robot’s navigation system. For developing the proposed **Building Information Robotic System (BIRS)**, the researchers developed robot operating system integrated with site database. Findings of the application of the system to four case studies helped in validating the model. The study provides a reliable tool for continuous progress monitoring and automatic data collection of construction projects.

Furthermore, Alani et al targets to resolve the interoperability issues within the infrastructure project players and presents investigations of the application of **Semantic Web Technologies (SWT)** for improving product data exchange during product procurement during facility management phase for the United Kingdom’s water industry. The authors recommend his paper a common model or a product library for phase-specific product data exchange as a concluding remark.

This special issue has brought together people from the UK and India to join hands as the guest editors. It has given opportunity to the researchers across the globe to put their perspectives about the Next gen ICTs. The process of handling manuscripts was smooth with Mrs. Vaishnavi Dabir’s flawless editorial assistance throughout. The core team of the special issue wishes to thank the entire team of ITCon, especially Prof. Robert Amor, all the contributors of the special issue, authors of the invited articles and Mrs. Vaishnavi Dabir (Editorial Assistant)!
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